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RULE 35(B)(1) STATEMENT CONCERNING 

EN BANC CONSIDERATION 

 We express a belief, based on reasoned and studied professional judgment, 

that the Panel’s majority decision (i) conflicts with existing United States Supreme 

Court case law, and (ii) is contrary to the underlying policies and protections 

provided for by Congress in 21 U.S.C.A. § 602 and 21 U.S.C.A. § 678. The issue 

involves a question of exceptional importance warranting consideration by the Court 

en banc, because if allowed to stand, the Panel’s published majority decision strikes 

at the very heart the protections from misbranding and mislabeling that Congress 

intended for American meat consumers and American meat producers.  The majority 

opinion takes a federal statute which expressly delineates state-law jurisdiction over 

claims of misbranding and interprets that statute to mean that contradictory agency 

guidance preempts the field Congress intended to leave open to the states.  The 

Majority’s published decision therefore upsets the balance of federalism inherent in 

the relevant statute and necessary for the States to protect hundreds of millions of 

citizens in their respective states based solely upon mere guidance from unelected 

bureaucrats in a federal agency. 

       /s/ A. Blair Dunn   

       A. Blair Dunn 

 

       /s/Marshall J. Ray   

       Marshall J. Ray 

 

       Attorneys for Petitioners 
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

1. Did the Majority for the Panel err in affirming that express preemption derived 

from USDA guidance sanctioned labels that facially misbrand and mislabel 

beef products contrary to the stated intent of Congress in two different sections 

of the Federal Meat Inspection Act? 

 

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS AND DISPOSITION OF THE CASE 

 

This case arises from Plaintiffs-Appellants’ challenges to the practice of meat 

packers (specifically the four Appellees in this case that make up over 85% of the 

beef packing industry commonly referred to as the Big 4) intentionally and 

deceptively to label to beef born, raised and even slaughtered in foreign countries as 

a product of the United States. Appellants are the two Plaintiffs proposed to serve as 

class representatives (one for consumers and one for Beef Producers) for the putative 

classes of individuals harmed either in their purchases of beef products or as beef 

producers harmed by the collusive actions of the Big 4.  The Complaint alleges that 

the Big 4 engage in deceptive labeling of imported beef. Appellees, the Big 4, are 

Tyson Foods, Inc., Cargill Meat Solutions, Corp. JBSUSA Food Company, and 

National Beef Packing Company, LLC. 

 Appellants timely appealed the District Court’s order granting Defendants’ 

Motions to Dismiss on August 28, 2020. This Court issued its decision on March 11, 

2022, affirming the District Court’s decision on the Motion to Dismiss based upon 

express preemption. 
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REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION  

FOR REHEARING EN BANC 

 

The Honorable Judge Lucero outlines in his dissent the appropriate approach 

to federal preemption.  The majority opinion in this case misses the mark in finding 

federal preemption.  Congress’ intent to preempt state law should be manifest and 

clear.  Here, the opposite is true.  As discussed more fully below, Congress chose 

expressly to preserve states’ jurisdiction regarding misbranding of beef.  See 21 

U.S.C.A. § 678.  It is unprecedented and unwarranted to rely on agency guidance, 

which does not have the force of an enacted law, to override the clear congressional 

intent not to preempt exactly the type of claims Plaintiffs brought here.   

The Dissent is also spot on regarding the historical context and the 

congressional intent underlying the FMIA.  Specifically, the Dissent’s recitation of 

Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle (Doubleday, Page & Co. 1906) was not mere color to 

that opinion, but rather an explanation of the historical significance and context 

under which Congress adopted the Federal Meat Inspection Act (FMIA) for the 

protection of consumers and America’s farmers and ranchers producing meat for the 

Nation. In fact, that historically significant context has been recently recognized by 

Justice Kagan writing for the unanimous Court in Nat'l Meat Ass'n v. Harris, 565 

U.S. 452, 455–56, 132 S. Ct. 965, 967, 181 L. Ed. 2d 950 (2012); citing Pittsburgh 

Melting Co. v. Totten, 248 U.S. 1, 4–5, 39 S.Ct. 3, 63 L.Ed. 97 (1918). (“[f]irst 

enacted in 1906, after Upton Sinclair's muckraking novel The Jungle sparked an 
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uproar over conditions in the meatpacking industry, the Act establishes ‘an elaborate 

system of inspecti[ng]’ live animals and [] carcasses in order ‘to prevent the 

shipment of impure, unwholesome, and unfit meat and meat-food products.’”) Yet 

here, the Majority missed that a significant driving force behind Congress’ intent in 

passing the FMIA was not just to protect consumers and producers from deceptive 

or dangerous circumstances and practices that occur in the process of the American 

public consuming meat, but to protect those people from an industry that 

demonstrated they were very willing to seize control of the levers government power 

through corruption to perpetrate those harms for their pecuniary gain. This was part 

of Sinclair’s loud and clear whistle about this industry where he wrote: 

glimpses of the Beef Trust from all varieties of aspects, and he might 

discover it anywhere the identical; it was the incarnation of blind and 

insensate Greed. It turned into a monster devouring with one thousand 

mouths, trampling with a thousand hoofs; it became the Great 

Butcher—it turned into the spirit of Capitalism made flesh. Upon the 

sea of trade it sailed as a pirate deliver; it had hoisted the black flag and 

declared struggle upon civilization. Bribery and corruption have 

been its everyday strategies. In Chicago the city authorities became 

honestly one in every of its department workplaces; it stole billions 

of gallons of town water openly, it dictated to the courts the 

sentences of disorderly strikers, it forbade the mayor to put in force 

the constructing legal guidelines in opposition to it. In the 

countrywide capital it had power to prevent inspection of its 

product, and to falsify authorities reports; it violated the rebate laws, 

and when an research become threatened it burned its books and 

despatched its crook retailers in a foreign country. 

 

The Jungle, p. 374, Doubleday, Page & Co. (1906). 
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 And this is where the Majority’s error is compounded in the way historical 

context guides that Congress intended to avoid because it proposes to elevate mere 

guidance from an executive agency that is openly and notoriously lobbied as well as 

manipulated by the Big 4 over the clear unambiguous stated intent of Congress and 

over principles of federalism also included in the preemption statute for this express 

purpose.  It simply cannot be correct that the statute should be read to give a guidance 

document from an agency the power to override expressly what Congress said in the 

statutes themselves. It cannot be honestly true that USDA’s guidance gives an 

industry, with a congressionally-recognized history of corrupting governments to its 

own ends, the sanctioned ability to lie to consumers to tell them that the beef that 

was born, raised and slaughtered in Bangladesh is American beef when the 

Congressionally stated purpose of the FMIA is that: 

Meat and meat food products are an important source of the Nation’s 

total supply of food. They are consumed throughout the Nation and the 

major portion thereof moves in interstate or foreign commerce. It is 

essential in the public interest that the health and welfare of consumers 

be protected by assuring that meat and meat food products distributed 

to them are wholesome, not adulterated, and properly marked, labeled, 

and packaged. Unwholesome, adulterated, or misbranded meat or meat 

food products impair the effective regulation of meat and meat food 

products in interstate or foreign commerce, are injurious to the 

public welfare, destroy markets for wholesome, not adulterated, 

and properly labeled and packaged meat and meat food products, 

and result in sundry losses to livestock producers and processors of 

meat and meat food products, as well as injury to consumers. The 

unwholesome, adulterated, mislabeled, or deceptively packaged 

articles can be sold at lower prices and compete unfairly with the 

wholesome, not adulterated, and properly labeled and packaged 
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articles, to the detriment of consumers and the public generally. It 

is hereby found that all articles and animals which are regulated under 

this chapter are either in interstate or foreign commerce or substantially 

affect such commerce, and that regulation by the Secretary and 

cooperation by the States and other jurisdictions as contemplated by 

this chapter are appropriate to prevent and eliminate burdens upon such 

commerce, to effectively regulate such commerce, and to protect the 

health and welfare of consumers. 

 

21 U.S.C.A. § 602 (emphasis added) 

 Of equal note, Congress in order to address these important objectives of 

stopping misbranded or deceptively labeled meat also intentionally relied upon 

principles of federalism which should also have guided the Majority to a different 

conclusion in this case where Congress stated unambiguously that: 

but any State or Territory or the District of Columbia may, consistent 

with the requirements under this chapter, exercise concurrent 

jurisdiction with the Secretary over articles required to be inspected 

under said subchapter I, for the purpose of preventing the distribution 

for human food purposes of any such articles which are adulterated 

or misbranded and are outside of such an establishment. 

 

21 U.S.C.A. § 678 (emphasis added) 

Thus, the Majority for the Panel erred by affirming that a guidance document 

from USDA, that is wholly inconsistent with the Congressionally stated purpose of 

the FMIA, preempts a state’s action to stop the sale of beef misbranded as a product 

of the U.S. through the State’s consumer protection laws, an area of law traditionally 

occupied by the several state’s police powers.  

When weighing out a guidance statement from an agency to override a clear 
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recognition of federalism the Majority errs as noted by the Dissent by failing to apply 

the Supreme Court’s direction that “[t]he purpose of Congress is the ultimate 

touchstone in every preemption case.” Medtronic, Inc. v. Lohr, 518 U.S. 470 at 485 

(1996) (citations omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted)(emphasis added).  “In 

areas of traditional state regulation, [the Supreme Court] assume[s] that a federal 

statute has not supplanted state law unless Congress has made such an intention clear 

and manifest.” Bates v. Dow Agrosciences, LLC, 544 U.S. 431, 449 (2005).  Thus, 

when facing two plausible statutory interpretations, the court has “a duty to accept 

the reading that disfavors pre-emption.” Bates v. Dow Agrosciences, LLC, 544 U.S. 

at 449. 

Here, to reach the conclusion it did, the Majority had to bless the notion that 

an administrative agency can override Congress and declare that a deceptive practice 

is, as a matter of federal law, not only permitted, but required.  Facing such twisted 

logic, Judge Lucero correctly posited a more plausible analysis, citing Bates v. Dow 

Agrosciences LLC, 544 U.S. 431 (2005), that Congress did not intend that agency 

guidance, that is completely inapposite to both the stated purpose of the Act from 

Congress and to supplant the States from a field they traditionally occupied and for 

which Congress has expressly recognized concurrent jurisdiction, would preempt 

the states from regulating beef that packers intentionally misbranded to misrepresent 

that it originated in America. Congress could not have intended to sanction overt 
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deception. Thus, the Dissent has it correct, and the Majority erred when it decided 

to find preemption in the face of strong indicia of Congressional intent to preserve 

the right of states to regulate and prevent deceptive branding practices in the meat 

industry.  See Plumley v. Massachusetts, 155 U.S. 461, 472 (1894)(“If there be any 

subject over which it would seem the states ought to have plenary control . . . it is 

the protection of the people against fraud and deception in the sale of food 

products.”). 

Even beyond the concepts federalism that should have guided the Majority’s 

holding, the Dissent is ultimately too kind in allowing that Majority’s interpretation 

is equally plausible.  This is because the Majority’s holding ignores that it allows an 

agency guidance statement to cause a portion of the statute itself to be read into a 

nullity. During oral argument, Appellees were asked how to give effect to an express 

reservation of state and territorial jurisdiction over misbranding under their view of 

preemption. Their answer was essentially to go and beg administrators for relief.  

Agency bureaucrats, however, are not Congress and they do not have the authority 

to undue a reservation of jurisdiction in a duly enacted statute.  Under the Majority 

opinion, the statute now contains surplusage.   

Even if there is some argument that a a regulation or rule formally adopted in 

keeping with the Administrative Procedures Act plausibly preempted the field here, 

it is not plausible to posit that Congress was contemplating that an agency could 
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promulgate guidance that is contrary to purpose and text of the Act. See Mountain 

States Tel. & Tel. Co. v. Pueblo of Santa Ana, 472 U.S. 237, 249, 105 S. Ct. 2587, 

2594, 86 L. Ed. 2d 168 (1985); citing Colautti v. Franklin, 439 U.S. 379, 392, 99 

S.Ct. 675, 684, 58 L.Ed.2d 596 (1979).(“In light of ‘the elementary canon of 

construction that a statute should be interpreted so as not to render one part 

inoperative,’”).  

With regard to the weight that should be applied to the USDA FSIS guidance 

at the heart of this controversy, the Dissent strikes a fatal blow with citation to the 

Majority’s analysis stating “[s]everal of our sibling circuits have held that mere 

agency guidance, as opposed to statutes or formal regulations, is not automatically 

entitled to preemptive effect. Thus, the Dissent’s holding makes the most compelling 

analysis of how to unwind a preemption gordian knot created by guidance about 

voluntary statements in agency guidance.12 Yet, here, the Majority adopts an analysis 

 
1 See Am. Tort Reform Ass'n v. Occupational Safety & Health Admin., 738 F.3d 387, 

395 (D.C.Cir.2013). (“Admittedly, interpretive rules, guidance policies, and other 

general agency statements that lack the force of law ‘generally do not qualify’ as a 

final agency action.)  
2 See Nat'l Min. Ass'n v. McCarthy, 758 F.3d 243, 251–52 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“An 

agency action that sets forth legally binding requirements for a private party to obtain 

a permit or license is a legislative [] rule. (As to interpretive rules, an agency action 

that merely interprets a prior statute or regulation and does not itself purport to 

impose new obligations or prohibitions or requirements on regulated parties, is an 

interpretive rule.) An agency action that merely explains how the agency will 

enforce a statute or regulation—in other words, how it will exercise its broad 

enforcement discretion or permitting discretion under some extant statute or rule—

is a general statement of policy.”) 
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and a holding that elevates the guidance of USDA officials authorizing deception 

above Congress’ express balance expressed in the Act. Such a reading is not 

consistent with the Supreme Court’s holding that when interpreting statutes, 

“[e]mphasis should be laid, too, upon the necessity for appraisal of the purposes as 

a whole of Congress in analyzing the meaning of clauses or sections of general acts. 

A few words of general connotation appearing in the text of statutes should not be 

given a wide meaning, contrary to a settled policy, ‘excepting as a different purpose 

is plainly shown.'” United States v. Am. Trucking Ass'ns, 310 U.S. 534, 544, 60 S. 

Ct. 1059, 1064, 84 L. Ed. 1345 (1940)(citation omitted). Therefore, such a reading 

of Section 602 and Section 678 as held by the Majority is in clear error contrary to 

the clear holdings of the Supreme Court.    

CONCLUSION 

 

The Majority’s decision affirming the ratification of deceptive conduct that 

harms hundreds of millions of Americans is inapposite the clear stated purpose of 

the FMIA by Congress to contradict the clear jurisprudence from the Supreme Court 

regarding statutory interpretation and as such merits en banc review by this Court. 

The Court should reverse the Majority decision of the Panel.  

ORAL ARGUMENT STATEMENT 

 

Pursuant to 10th Cir. L. R. 28.2(C)(f), Appellants request oral argument in this 
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matter. Such argument is necessary because the issues involve important questions 

of law. Appellants respectfully suggest that the Court may benefit from the 

interactive conversation that oral argument would provide on these issues. 

 Respectfully submitted this 15th day of March 2021. 

     

WESTERN AGRICULTURE, RESOURCE 

      AND BUSINESS ADVOCATES, LLP 

 

      /s/ A. Blair Dunn    

      A. Blair Dunn, Esq. 

      400 Gold Ave SW, Suite 1000 

      Albuquerque, NM 87102 

      (505) 750-3060 

      abdunn@ablairdunn-esq.com 

 

LAW OFFICE OF MARSHALL J. RAY 

      /s/ Marshall J. Ray   

      Marshall J. Ray 

      201 12th St. NW 

      Albuquerque, NM 87102-1815 

(505) 312-7598 

      mray@mraylaw.com 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

_______________________ 

 

ROBIN G. THORNTON, on behalf of  

herself and others similarly situated,  

 

Plaintiff, 

 

v.         No. 1:20-cv-105-KWR-SMV 

 

TYSON FOODS, INC.; CARGILL MEAT 

SOLUTIONS CORP.; JBS USA FOOD COMPANY; and 

NATIONAL BEEF PACKING COMPANY, LLC,  

 

Defendants. 

 

CONSOLIDATED WITH: 

 

MICHAEL LUCERO, on behalf of  

himself and others similarly situated,  

 

  Plaintiff,  

 

 v.       No. 1:20-cv-106-KWR-SMV 

 

 

TYSON FOODS, INC.; CARGILL MEAT 

SOLUTIONS CORP.; JBS USA FOOD COMPANY; and 

NATIONAL BEEF PACKING COMPANY, LLC,  

 

  Defendants.  

 

 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

 

 THIS MATTER is before the Court on Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff Lucero’s 

Complaint, filed on March 9, 2020 (Doc. 45, 1:20-cv-106), Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss 

Plaintiff Thornton’s Complaint, (Doc. 43, 1:20-cv-105), and Plaintiff Lucero’s Motion to File 

Second Amended Complaint, filed on May 12, 2020 (Doc. 55).  Having reviewed the pleadings 

Case 1:20-cv-00105-KWR-SMV   Document 60   Filed 08/27/20   Page 1 of 20
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and arguments, the Court finds Defendants’ arguments well-taken, therefore the Motions to 

Dismiss are GRANTED and the Motion to Amend is DENIED as futile.   

BACKGROUND 

 Plaintiffs Robin Thornton and Michael Lucero filed substantially similar putative class 

actions and their cases were consolidated for pretrial matters.  Defendants produce and sell beef 

products to retailers.  Both Plaintiffs assert that Defendants are misleading retailers and consumers 

by labeling their beef “Product of the USA”, when in fact the cattle are raised in foreign countries, 

imported into the United States live, then slaughtered and processed in the United States.  Plaintiff 

Thornton asserts a putative class of consumers who were deceived into paying higher prices for 

American beef when it was allegedly foreign beef.  Plaintiff Lucero asserts a putative class of 

American Ranchers who receive less for their American cattle because of the influx of imported 

cattle sold as product of the USA. 

 A. Procedural History 

Plaintiff Michael Lucero is a “long time producer of beef cattle with a multi-general history 

of ranching in New Mexico.”  20-cv-106, Doc. 1-1 ¶ 14.  Plaintiff Lucero brings a class and 

subclass of all ranchers and Farmers in the United States (or New Mexico) who produced beef 

cattle for the commercial sale that were born, raised, and slaughtered in the United States.  20-cv-

106, Doc. 1-1, 58 of 67, ¶49.   

 Plaintiff Thornton is a consumer who bought Defendants’ beef from various retail stores.  

She brings a putative class action of retail consumers allegedly deceived by Defendants’ county or 

origin label.  Aside from the different classes, the two complaints appear to be substantially similar.   

Case 1:20-cv-00105-KWR-SMV   Document 60   Filed 08/27/20   Page 2 of 20
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 Plaintiff Thornton filed a complaint alleging violation of the New Mexico Unfair Practices 

Act pursuant to NMSA § 57-12-1; (2) breach of express warranty; and (3) unjust enrichment.  

Plaintiff Lucero’s complaint alleges (1) violation of the NM UPA and (2) unjust enrichment.   

On March 11, 2020, the cases were consolidated for all pre-trial purposes, and the parties 

agreed the cases would be tried separately before the undersigned.  Doc. 47.   

 After briefing on the motions to dismiss were complete, Plaintiff Lucero filed a motion to 

amend complaint to replace his New Mexico Unfair Practices Act Claim with a violation of the 

New Mexico Antitrust Act.  Defendants opposed the motion as futile.   

 B. Federal Meat Inspection Act and beef labeling.   

Federal law “regulates a broad range of activities” related to meat processing.  Nat’l Meat 

Ass’n v. Harris, 565 U.S. 452, 455-456 (2012).  Labels on beef products are regulated under the 

Federal Meat Inspection Act (“FMIA”), codified at 21 U.S.C. § 601, et seq. Meat products may 

not be sold “under any… labeling which is false or misleading, but… labeling and containers 

which are not false or misleading and which are approved by the Secretary are permitted.” § 

607(d).  The FMIA allows the USDA to ban labeling for meat products that it finds to be false or 

misleading. § 607(e).   

The USDA regulates beef labels through its Food Safety and Inspection Service (“FSIS”).  

FSIS administers a label approval program which ensures that no meat products “bear any false or 

misleading marking, label, or other labeling and [that] no statement, word, picture, design or device 

which conveys any false impression or gives any false indication of origin or quality or is otherwise 

false or misleading shall appear in any marking or other labeling.”  9 C.F.R. § 317.8(a).   

FSIS has provided by regulation that “no final label may be used on any [meat] product 

unless the label has been submitted for approval to FSIS Labeling and Program Delivery Staff, 
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accompanied by FSIS form 7234-1, Application for Approval of Labels, Marking, and Devices, 

and approved by such staff.”  9 C.F.R. § 412.1(a).  Here, it is undisputed that the label at issue has 

been approved by FSIS and found to not be misleading or false.   

Defendants recite the history of “country of origin labels” thoroughly in their briefs.  See 

Doc. 46, 1:20-cv-00106, at 19-23.  In 2016, Congress made country or origin labeling optional for 

beef products.  Pub. L. No. 114-113, 759, 129 Stat. 2242, 2284-85 (2016).  The USDA treats 

country of origin labels as optional.  The USDA continues to approve beef labels; if a producer 

wants to label its beef with a country of origin, it must comply with FSIS’s approved standard 

before doing so.  21 U.S.C. §607(d); See Food Safety Inspection Service’s Food Standards and 

Labeling Policy Book, available at https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/wcm/connect/ 7c48be3e-e516-

4ccf-a2d5-b95a128f04ae/Labeling-PolicyBook.pdf?MOD=AJPERES (last visited March 9, 

2020).  The FSIS approval process is required by federal law and beef products could not be sold 

unless the seller complied with that process. See Kuenzig v. Kraft Foods, Inc., 2011 WL 4031141, 

at *7 n.8 (M.D. Fla. Sept. 12, 2011) (“The regulations relating to the FMIA and the PPIA are clear 

that Defendants’ labels were required to be submitted to the FSIS for approval prior to their use, 

and given that the labels were, in fact used, the Court will presume that the labels received the 

FSIS’s approval.”), aff’d, 505 F. App’x 937 (11th Cir. 2013).   

 C. Beef Labels at issue were approved by USDA.   

 As noted above, before a label may be used, it must be approved by the USDA.  It appears 

to be undisputed that the labels at issue here were approved.  Moreover, the label at issue is 

consistent with USDA regulations.   

 According to the FSIS labelling book “labeling may bear the phrase ‘product of USA’ 

under one of the following conditions: 1.  If the Country to which the product is exported requires 
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this phrase, and the product is processed in the U.S., or 2.  The product is processed in the U.S. 

(i.e. is of domestic origin).”  FSIS Labeling Book at 147.  “Processed” means as follows:  

Labeling to Meet Export Requirements 

. . . . “Product of the U.S.A.” has been applied to products that, at a minimum, 

  have been prepared in the United States. It has never been construed by FSIS 

to mean that the product is derived only from animals that were born, raised, 

slaughtered, and prepared in the United States. The only requirement for 

products bearing this labeling statement is that the product has been 

prepared (i.e., slaughtered, canned, salted, rendered, boned, etc.). No further 

distinction is required. In addition, there is nothing to preclude the use of this 

label statement in the domestic market, which occurs, to some degree. 

This term has been used on livestock products that were derived from cattle 

that originated in other countries and that were slaughtered and prepared in 

the United States. Also, the cattle could have been imported, raised in U.S. 

feed lots, and then slaughtered and prepared in the United States. The beef 

products from these cattle can be labeled as “Product of the U.S.A.” for 

domestic and export purposes. 

Labeling of Imported Beef Products 

Under Section 20 of the FMIA (21 U.S.C. § 620), imported beef products are 

to be treated as “domestic” product upon entry into the United States. 

66 Fed. Reg. 41160, at 41160-61 (Aug. 7, 2001) (emphasis added).  Therefore, the 

regulations are clear that cattle born and raised in a foreign country but slaughtered in the 

United States may use the “Product of the USA” label.   

LEGAL STANDARD 

In reviewing a Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, “a court must accept as true all 

well-pleaded facts, as distinguished from conclusory allegations, and those facts must be viewed 

in the light most favorable to the non-moving party.”  Moss v. Kopp, 559 F.3d 1155, 1159 (10th 

Cir. 2010).  “To withstand a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain enough allegations of 

fact ‘to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.’”  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 

(quoting Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007)).  “A claim has facial 

plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable 

inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.”  Id. In ruling on a motion to 
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dismiss, “a court should disregard all conclusory statements of law and consider whether the 

remaining specific factual allegations, if assumed to be true, plausibly suggest the defendant is 

liable.” Kan. Penn Gaming, LLC v. Collins, 656 F.3d 1210, 1214 (10th Cir. 2011). Mere “labels 

and conclusions” or “formulaic recitation[s] of the elements of a cause of action” will not suffice. 

Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555. 

The Court may consider materials that are part of the public record or materials that are 

embraced by the pleadings and there is no dispute as to their authenticity.  Peterson v. Saperstein, 

267 F. App’x 751, 754 (10th Cir. 2008); Hodgson v. Farmington City, 675 F. App’x 838, 840-41 

(10th Cir. 2017) (“The district court correctly noted that facts subject to judicial notice may be 

considered in a Rule 12(b)(6) motion without converting the motion to dismiss into a motion for 

summary judgment.”).  Here, at Defendants’ request the Court takes judicial notice of the relevant 

USDA regulations and the undisputed fact that the beef labels have been approved by the USDA.  

Plaintiffs did not object.   

DISCUSSION 

I. Federal Preemption.   

 Defendants argue that Plaintiffs’ claims challenging federally approved beef labels are 

expressly preempted by federal law and should be dismissed.  The FMIA is clear that labeling 

requirements in addition to or different than those under the FMIA or approved by the USDA are 

preempted.  21 U.S.C. § 678.  Plaintiffs seek to effectively alter or change USDA approved labels 

which are allegedly misleading.  Therefore, the Court agrees with the Defendants and holds that 

Plaintiffs’ state law claims are preempted under 21 U.S.C. § 678.   

A. Preemption law.  
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“Congress has the power to pre-empt state law under Article VI of the Constitution, which 

provides that ‘the Laws of the United States shall be the supreme Law of the Land; ... any Thing 

in the Constitution or Laws of any state to the Contrary notwithstanding.’ ” Emerson v. Kansas 

City S. Ry. Co., 503 F.3d 1126, 1128–29 (10th Cir. 2007), quoting in part U.S. Const. art. VI. 

Because of the supremacy of federal law, “state law that conflicts with federal law is without 

effect.” Cipollone v. Liggett Group, Inc., 505 U.S. 504, 516, 112 S.Ct. 2608, 120 L.Ed.2d 407 

(1992).  There are three types of preemption: 1) “express preemption, which occurs when the 

language of the federal statute reveals an express congressional intent to preempt state law;” 2) 

“field preemption, which occurs when the federal scheme of regulation is so pervasive that 

Congress must have intended to leave no room for a State to supplement it;” and 3) “conflict 

preemption, which occurs either when compliance with both the federal and state laws is a physical 

impossibility, or when the state law stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of 

the full purposes and objectives of Congress.” Mount Olivet Cemetery Ass'n v. Salt Lake City, 164 

F.3d 480, 486 (10th Cir.1998), quoted in US Airways, Inc. v. O'Donnell, 627 F.3d 1318, 1324 

(10th Cir. 2010).   

Defendants primarily argue that the claims in this case are expressly preempted under 21 

U.S.C. § 678.  Express pre-emption occurs when Congress “define[s] explicitly the extent to which 

its enactments pre-empt state law.” Emerson v. Kansas City S. Ry. Co., 503 F.3d 1126, 1128–29 

(10th Cir. 2007).  Where there is an express preemption clause, the Court must “focus on the plain 

wording of the clause, which necessarily contains the best evidence of Congress' pre-emptive 

intent.”  Id. at 1129.   

 Congress enacted the Federal Meat Inspection Act (“FMIA”) in part to ensure that meat 

products are properly labeled.  21 USC § 602.  Meat cannot be sold if the product has labeling that 
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is false or misleading. § 607(d).  The FMIA contains an express preemption clause, 21 USC § 678.  

21 U.S.C. § 678 provides that “marking, labeling, packaging, or ingredient requirements in 

addition to, or different than, those made under this chapter may not be imposed by any State or 

Territory or the District of Columbia.” (emphasis added).  The United States Supreme Court noted 

that “[t]he FMIA's preemption clause sweeps widely…[t]he clause prevents a State from imposing 

any additional or different—even if non-conflicting—requirements.”  Nat'l Meat Ass'n v. Harris, 

565 U.S. 452, 459, 132 S. Ct. 965, 970, 181 L. Ed. 2d 950 (2012).  “This includes claims raised 

under state common law or statutory law.”  Rivera v. Philip Morris, Inc., 395 F.3d 1142, 1146 (9th 

Cir.2005) (“Under the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution, Congress may preempt 

state common law as well as state statutory law through federal legislation.”); see also Dist. 22 

United Mine Workers of Am. v. Utah, 229 F.3d 982, 987 (10th Cir.2000) (same). 

B. FMIA Expressly preempts this state law action.   

Here, the core of Plaintiffs’ various causes of action is that Defendants are misleading 

consumers by representing that their foreign-born beef is a product of the United States.  They 

seek injunctive relief directing Defendants to change or modify the country of origin labels, or 

damages for the allegedly misleading labels.     

Defendants argued, and Plaintiffs do not dispute, as follows:  

• The FMIA grant the USDA exclusive authority to regulate the labels and packing 

of beef products, which the USDA exercises through its Food Safety Inspection 

service (FSIS).  20cv106, Doc. 46 at 5-6;  

• The FSIS administers a comprehensive label approval program ensuring that meat 

products do not bear any false or misleading labeling and do not give any false 

impression as to a product’s origin or quality. 9 CFR 317.8(a), 412.1(a); 20 CV 

106 Doc. 46 at 6.   

• A beef product label cannot be used until FSIS has approved it, including by 

determining that the label contains no false or misleading words or pictures. Id.  

• FSIS permits a beef product label to bear the phrase “Product of the USA” if the 

product is processed in the United States.  The USDA defines the term processed 

to mean prepared (slaughtered) in the United States.  The USDA does not require 
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that cattle must be born and raised in the United States for the beef processed 

from them to quality as a Product of the USA. See 66 Fed. Reg. 41160, at 41160-

61 (Aug. 7, 2001).   

• FSIS necessarily approved the product labels.  The FSIS approval process is 

required by federal law and the products could not be sold unless the seller 

complied with the process.  Kuenzig v. Kraft Foods, Inc., 2011 WL 4031141, at & 

n.8 (M.D. Fla. Sept. 12, 2011) (“The regulations relating to the FMIA… are clear 

that Defendants’ labels were required to be submitted to the FSIS for approval 

prior to their use, and given that the labels were, in fact used, the Court will 

presume that the labels received the FSIS’s approval.”), aff’d  505 F. App’x 937 

(11th Cir. 2013).  Plaintiffs do not disagree.   

• The Court may take judicial notice of FSIS’s approval of product labels because 

they are matters of public record and not subject to any dispute.  See, e.g., 

Shalikar v. Asahi Beer U.S.A. Inc., 2017 WL 9362139, at *2 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 15, 

2017) (considering agency approvals of food or beverage labels). 

Here, Plaintiffs seek (1) an injunction to change the “misleading labels”; (2) an injunction 

prohibiting Defendants from using the Product of USA label on their foreign-born beef; and (3) 

damages for the misleading labels. See 20-cv-106, doc. 1-1, p. 64 of 67.  Clearly, Plaintiffs seek 

injunctive relief that creates labeling requirements “in addition to, or different than” the USDA’s 

standards.  This injunctive relief is preempted under the plain language of 21 U.S.C. § 678.  

 Moreover, suits that seek damages for USDA approved beef labels on the ground that 

those labels misleading are also preempted under 21 U.S.C. § 678, as those claims would 

effectively require labeling different than the USDA approved labels.  “FSIS's preapproval of a 

label must be given preemptive effect over state-law claims that would effectively require the label 

to include different or additional markings.” Barnes v. Campbell Soup Co., No. C 12-05185 JSW, 

2013 WL 5530017, at *5 (N.D. Cal. July 25, 2013) (quotation marks omitted); Webb v. Trader 

Joe’s Co., Case No.: 19-CV-1587-CAB-WVG, 2019 WL 5578225, at *3- 4 (S.D. Cal. Oct. 29, 

2019) (noting that plaintiff’s state law claims “would effectively impose” an additional labeling 

requirement and “undermine federal agency authority”); Craten v. Foster Poultry Farms Inc., 305 

F. Supp. 3d 1051, 1060-61 (D. Ariz. 2018) (concluding that a failure-to-warn claim challenging a 

label that had been preapproved by the FSIS was preempted by the PPIA); La Vigne v. Costco 
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Wholesale Corp., 284 F. Supp. 3d 496, 507-11 (S.D.N.Y. 2018) (noting, among other things, that 

FSIS review “includes a determination of whether a label is false or misleading,” so a jury finding 

for the plaintiffs “would directly conflict with the FSIS’s assessment” and “introduce requirements 

in addition or different from those imposed by” federal law (internal citations omitted)); Phelps v. 

Hormel Foods Corp., 244 F. Supp. 3d 1312, 1316-18 (S.D. Fla. 2017) (“FSIS’s preapproval of a 

label ‘must be given preemptive effect’ over state-law claims that would effectively require the 

label to include different or additional markings.” (citation omitted)); Brower v. Campbell Soup 

Co., 243 F. Supp. 3d 1124, 1128-29 (S.D. Cal. 2017) (finding plaintiff’s claims preempted where 

the FSIS previously found no fault with the labels at issue); Trazo v. Nestle USA, Inc., 2013 WL 

4083218, at *7-8 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 9, 2013) (concluding that “allowing a jury to weigh in on 

preapproved USDA labels would surely conflict with the federal regulatory scheme” as a negative 

“jury verdict would improperly ‘trump’ the USDA’s authority”), reconsidered on other grounds, 

113 F. Supp. 3d 1047 (N.D. Cal. 2015); Meaunrit v. ConAgra Foods Inc., 2010 WL 2867393, at 

*6-7 (N.D. Cal. July 20, 2010) (citing cases rejecting state-law challenges to federally approved 

labels); Meaunrit v. Pinnacle Foods Grp., 2010 WL 1838715, at *7 (N.D. Cal. May 5, 2010) (“To 

allow a jury to pass judgment on Defendant’s labels, notwithstanding the USDA’s approval, would 

disrupt the federal regulatory scheme.”).   

Therefore, all of Plaintiffs’ claims are preempted under 21 USC § 678 because they seek 

to impose different or additional labeling requirements than those found under the FMIA.  See, 

e.g., Kuenzig v. Kraft Foods, Inc., No. 8:11-CV-838-T-24 TGW, 2011 WL 4031141, at *6-7 (M.D. 

Fla. Sept. 12, 2011) (“any state law claim based on the contention that the labels are false or 

misleading [was] preempted, because such a claim would require Plaintiff to show that the 

information stated on the labels should have been presented differently (thus, imposing a different 
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and/or additional labeling requirement than those found under the FMIA and the PPIA).”, aff’d 

505 F. App’x 937 (11th Cir. 2013); Phelps v. Hormel Foods Corp., 244 F. Supp. 3d 1312, 1316–

17 (S.D. Fla. 2017) (“By attempting to challenge the FSIS-approved [labels] as false, misleading, 

or deceptive, each of Plaintiff's claims improperly seeks to impose additional or different 

requirements on Defendant's labeling than those required by USDA.”).   

 C.   Plaintiffs’ remaining arguments against preemption are unavailing.  

 Plaintiffs spend much of their argument analyzing different preemption clauses under 

different acts.   For example, Plaintiffs refer to case law interpreting the Federal Cigarette Labeling 

and Advertising Act (the “FCLAA”).  The Court finds these cases inapposite.  That preemption 

clause applies to tobacco advertising about “smoking and health” but not to other advertising.  

Here, as the United States Supreme Court noted, the preemption clause under 21 USC § 678 

sweeps widely, prohibiting states from requiring labels “in addition to, or different than” those 

approved by the USDA.  §678.  As noted above, the Court must look to the specific language of 

the preemption clause at issue.  Therefore, the Court finds that the case law on the preemption 

clause under the FCLAA is irrelevant to the specific language of the FMIA’s preemption clause 

under section § 678. 

Plaintiffs argue that even if the claims based on the labels are preempted, they may proceed 

on the basis that Defendants’ advertising is misleading customers.  Plaintiffs’ advertisement 

argument fails because (1) Plaintiffs pled that third-parties and not the Defendants themselves 

produced the false advertisements;  (2) the advertisements appear to merely be a picture of the 

USDA approved label reflecting “Product of the USA” or “USDA approved”; (3) the USDA 

concluded those labels are not misleading or false; and (4) allowing this claim would undermine 

Congress’s intent to create uniform standards for describing meat products under conflict 
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preemption.  Kuenzig v. Hormel Foods Corp., 505 F. App'x 937, 939 (11th Cir. 2013) (labels which 

complied with federal regulations and passed FSIS approval were presumptively lawful and not 

false or misleading.  Therefore, the labels “could not become unfair or deceptive simply by virtue 

of being depicted in an advertisement.”); Phelps, 244 F. Supp. 3d at 1317 n.2 (“PPIA and FMIA 

do not preempt all FDUTPA claims alleging false or misleading non-label advertising. However, 

the only advertising content to which Plaintiff objects in the Complaint is use of the terms 

“Natural” and “No Preservatives,” which are claims approved by FSIS for use in describing the 

Products. Therefore, Plaintiff's FDUTPA claims based on advertising and marketing are 

preempted.”).  To the extent Plaintiffs request leave to amend their complaint as to their 

advertisement claims, they do not explain what facts they would assert to establish a plausible 

claim.   

 Plaintiffs argue that the preemption clause applies only to mandatory label requirements, 

not optional label requirements such as the country of origin.  This argument is not reflected 

anywhere in the plain language of 21 U.S.C. § 678, which provides that “labeling…requirements 

in addition to, or different than those made under this chapter may not be imposed by any State….”   

 Plaintiffs argue that 21 U.S.C. § 678 grants New Mexico concurrent jurisdiction over beef 

labeling.  Congress provided that states may, consistent with the requirements set forth under the 

FMIA, exercise concurrent jurisdiction with the USDA to prevent the distribution of meat products 

that have labeling that is false or misleading.  See § 678 (state may not impose labeling requirement 

in addition to or different than those made under this chapter “but any State… may consistent with 

the requirements under this chapter exercise concurrent jurisdiction with the Secretary… for the 

purpose of preventing distribution for human food purposes of any such articles which 

are…misbranded.”); see also 21 U.S.C. § 601(n)(1).  However, that clause must be read in 
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conjunction with language in § 678 which provides that no state may impose labeling requirements 

“in addition to, or different than” those issued under the FMIA.  “The states' concurrent jurisdiction 

has been interpreted to mean that states can impose sanctions for violations of state requirements 

that are equivalent to the FMIA and the PPIA's requirements.” Kuenzig v. Kraft Foods, Inc., No. 

8:11-CV-838-T-24 TGW, 2011 WL 4031141, at *4 (M.D. Fla. Sept. 12, 2011), citing National 

Broiler Counsel v. Voss, 44 F.3d 740, 746 (9th Cir.1994); Bates v. Dow Agrosciences LLC, 544 

U.S. 431, 442, 447, 125 S.Ct. 1788, 161 L.Ed.2d 687 (2005) (construing similar language in 7 

U.S.C. § 136v(b));  see also Phelps v. Hormel Foods Corp., 244 F. Supp. 3d 1312, 1317 (S.D. Fla. 

2017) (rejecting concurrent jurisdiction argument as to FMIA).  Here, Plaintiffs do not seek to 

impose equivalent requirements as those imposed by the USDA or to enforce the USDA’s labeling 

requirements.  Rather, they seek to impose different labeling requirements by asking this Court to 

declare USDA approved labels misleading.  Plaintiffs’ interpretation of 21 USC § 678 would 

render the express preemption clause a nullity.   

 Plaintiffs alternatively argue that even if the USDA approved the labels at issue, their 

decision to approve the labels was wrong and therefore their decision has no effect.  Plaintiffs 

offered no support for this argument, and the Court disagrees.  As explained above and in 

Plaintiffs’ motion, the USDA has authority to regulate country-of-origin labeling.  20 cv 106, Doc. 

46 at 5-12.  Moreover, Defendants explained in detail that the USDA exercised its authority to 

approve labels and determine whether they are misleading.   Id.; 21 USC 607(d), (e); see also 

Background section, supra.  Even if the USDA made the wrong decision in determining that the 

labels were not misleading, it is unclear how that changes the preemption analysis.   

II. Court declines to exercise discretion under primary jurisdiction doctrine.  
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 Defendants argue that the Court should dismiss the claims under the primary jurisdiction 

doctrine.  “Even where a court has subject matter jurisdiction over a claim, courts have discretion 

to refer an issue or issues to an administrative agency. The doctrine of primary jurisdiction is 

specifically applicable to claims properly cognizable in court that contain some issue within the 

special competence of an administrative agency.”  TON Servs., Inc. v. Qwest Corp., 493 F.3d 1225, 

1238 (10th Cir. 2007) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).   

“A district court's decision to invoke the primary jurisdiction doctrine “require[s] it to 

consider whether the issues of fact in the case: (1) are not within the conventional experience of 

judges; (2) require the exercise of administrative discretion; or (3) require uniformity and 

consistency in the regulation of the business entrusted to the particular agency. Additionally, when 

the regulatory agency has actions pending before it which may influence the instant litigation, 

invocation of the doctrine may be appropriate.”  Id. at 1239.   

 The Court finds Defendants’ arguments persuasive.  See Doc. 46 at 36 to 38 of 52.  

However, the primary jurisdiction doctrine requires the court to stay the matter, refer the matter to 

the agency or dismiss this matter without prejudice.  TON Servs., Inc. v. Qwest Corp., 493 F.3d 

1225, 1239 (10th Cir. 2007).  Because the Court is dismissing the matter with prejudice on other 

grounds, the Court declines to exercise its discretion to stay or refer this matter to the USDA.   

III. New Mexico Unfair Practices Act claim fails as a matter of law.   

 Alternatively, even if Plaintiffs’ New Mexico UPA claims were not preempted, they fail 

as a matter of law as explained below.   

 A. Plaintiff Lucero lacks standing under the UPA as a competitor.   

 Plaintiff Lucero admits that he cannot assert a UPA claim as a competitor under NMSA 

57-12-7.  Doc. 50 at 34 of 47.  Therefore, the Court dismisses Plaintiff Lucero’s UPA claim.   
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 B. Plaintiffs’ UPA claims otherwise fail under statutory safe harbor.  

 The UPA contains a safe harbor clause precluding UPA liability for conduct that is 

permissible under federal law.  Because Defendant’s labeling practices are permissible under 

federal law, specifically under the FMIA and regulations, Defendants’ conduct cannot constitute 

an unfair practice.   

 Section 57-12-7 of the New Mexico Unfair Practices Act provides:  

Nothing in the Unfair Practices Act shall apply to actions or transactions expressly 

permitted under laws administered by a regulatory body of New Mexico or the 

United States, but all actions or transactions forbidden by the regulatory body, and 

about which the regulatory body remains silent, are subject to the Unfair Practices 

Act. 

N.M. Stat. Ann. § 57-12-7.  “For the UPA exemption to apply, more than the mere existence of a 

regulatory body is required. At a minimum, the regulatory body must actually administer the 

regulatory laws with respect to the party claiming the exemption, thereby exercising at least the 

modicum of oversight that the exempting language indicates is required.  Thus, the party claiming 

the exemption must have obtained permission from the regulatory body to engage in the business 

of the transaction, thereby subjecting that party to the regulatory body's oversight.”  Zamora v. 

Wells Fargo Home Mortg., a Div. of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., No. CV 12-0048 RB/LFG, 2012 

WL 12895364, at *7 (D.N.M. Sept. 18, 2012) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted), 

citing State ex rel. Stratton v. Gurley Motor Co., 737 P.2d 1180, 1184 (N.M. Ct. App. 1987).   

 Here, as explained in detail above, the labels were approved by the USDA and FSIS and 

comply with relevant regulations.  Therefore, the labels are expressly permitted under the laws 

administered by the USDA and fall within the safe harbor clause of NMSA § 57-12-7.  Kuenzig, 

2011 WL 4031141, at *7 (citations omitted) (“labels that have received FSIS preapproval “are 

presumptively lawful and not false or misleading.” “If the FSIS had determined that the labels 

were false or misleading, Defendant['s] labels would not have been approved, and the FSIS would 
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have prohibited Defendant[ ] from using the labels.”); Phelps v. Hormel Foods Corp., 244 F. Supp. 

3d 1312, 1318–19 (S.D. Fla. 2017) (“Defendant cannot be liable under the FDUTPA because the 

challenged labels were approved by FSIS and therefore fall within the safe harbor provision.”) 

 Therefore, both Plaintiffs’ UPA claims are dismissed with prejudice.   

IV. Unjust Enrichment Claims fail.  

 Alternatively, Plaintiffs’ unjust enrichment claims fail as a matter of law, even if they are 

not preempted.  An unjust enrichment claim under New Mexico law requires that “(1) another has 

been knowingly benefitted at one’s expense (2) in a manner such that allowed of the other side to 

retain the benefit would be unjust.”  Ontiveros Insulation Co. v. Sanchez, 3 P.3d 695, 699 (N.M. 

Ct. App. 2000).   

As explained above, Defendants are complying with USDA regulations and their approved 

labels are presumptively lawful and not false or misleading.  There is nothing unjust about using 

approved USDA labels.  Kuenzig, 2011 WL 4031141, at *7 (citations omitted); Phelps v. Hormel 

Foods Corp., 244 F. Supp. 3d 1312, 1318–19 (S.D. Fla. 2017).  

 Moreover, Plaintiff Thornton bought the offending beef from retailers.  Plaintiff Thornton 

does not explain why she does not have a breach of contract claim with the retailers.  Generally, 

an unjust enrichment claim does not sound when they could pursue her claims in contract.  

Ontiveros Insulation Co. v. Sanchez, 2000-NMCA-051, 129 N.M. 200, 203–04, 3 P.3d 695, 698–

99.   

 Plaintiff Lucero’s unjust enrichment claim should also be dismissed because his claims are 

governed by contracts either with the Defendants or third parties.  See 20-cv-106, Doc. 46 at 42-

43 of 52.  New Mexico law disfavors “an unjust enrichment claim against a third party when the 

that claim involves the same subject as a contract, unless there is something preventing the 
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plaintiffs from pursuing the contract claims.”  Abraham v. WPX Energy Prod., LLC, 20 F. Supp. 

3d 1244, 1276 (D.N.M. 2014).   

V. Plaintiff Thornton’s Breach of Warranty Claim fails as a matter of law.   

 Even if Plaintiff Thornton’s breach of warranty claim was not preempted, it would fail as 

a matter of law.  See, e.g., Kuenzig v. Kraft Foods, Inc., No. 8:11-CV-838-T-24 TGW, 2011 WL 

4031141, at *7 (M.D. Fla. Sept. 12, 2011) (Plaintiff's breach of express warranty claims that 

contradict the FSIS's nutrition labeling regulations are preempted.”). 

 Plaintiff Thornton did not plead or argue in her response that she filed a pre-suit notice.  

Plaintiff must give notice within a reasonable time under NMSA § 55-2-607.  “A buyer wishing 

to sue a seller for a breach of warranty must within a reasonable time after he discovers or should 

have discovered any breach[,] notify the seller of breach or be barred from any remedy[.]  Section 

55–2–607(3)(a). On its face, Section 55–2–607 facially operates to bar Plaintiff, as the “buyer” of 

the boots, from “any remedy” if he failed to abide by its provisions. The failure to allege sufficient 

notice may be a fatal defect in a complaint alleging breach of warranty.”  Badilla v. Wal-Mart 

Stores E., Inc., 2017-NMCA-021, ¶ 10, 389 P.3d 1050, 1054 (internal quotation marks omitted).  

Defendants argue that the complaint may constitute sufficient notice. However, the New Mexico 

Court of Appeals concluded that failure to give pre-suit notice was unreasonable under the 

circumstances of that case.  Id.  Here, Defendants did not allege or argue they gave pre-suit notice 

or argue whether notice was reasonable under the circumstances.   

 Here, Plaintiff Thornton failed to plead that she gave notice, and Plaintiff does not suggest 

she could correct this in an amended complaint.  Moreover, she did not plead or argue in her 

response that the notice under the circumstances was reasonable.  Rather, the Court concludes that 

any lack of pre-suit notice was unreasonable because she had capable and experienced counsel.  
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Moreover, failure to provide pre-suit notice deprived Defendants of the opportunity to respond to 

Plaintiff’s concerns and explore settlement. Badilla v. Wal-Mart Stores E., Inc., 2017-NMCA-021, 

¶ 21, 389 P.3d 1050, 1057 (“Factors to be considered in determining reasonableness of notice 

include the obviousness of the defect, the perishable nature of the goods, and possible prejudice to 

the seller from the delay.”).    

VI. Defendants’ remaining arguments for dismissal.   

 Defendants assert several other grounds for dismissal.  For example, Defendants also argue 

that Plaintiffs’ claims should be dismissed because they violate the dormant commerce clause.  

Generally, the Court avoid unnecessarily reaching constitutional issues when a case fails on other 

grounds. Therefore, the Court declines to address this argument.   

VII. Plaintiff Lucero’s Motion to Amend Complaint.  

 Plaintiff Lucero seeks to amend his complaint to replace his UPA claim with a claim for 

violation of the New Mexico Antitrust Act (NMSA § 57-1-3).  Plaintiff Lucero appeared to 

acknowledge that his New Mexico UPA claim in his first amended complaint fails because, as a 

competitor of Defendants, he lacks standing.  Doc. 55 at 2.  Defendants argue that amendment 

here is futile.  The Court agrees.  The ATA claim fails because it is also preempted, for the same 

reasons as above.   

 Plaintiff Lucero argues that his ATA claim is not preempted by federal antitrust law.  

However, Plaintiff merely repackages his UPA allegations here. Plaintiff Lucero’s ATA claim still 

alleges that Defendants mislabeled their beef.  Plaintiff Lucero would require Defendants to 

modify their labeling practices and would therefore impose requirements that are “in addition to 

or different than” the USDA’s standard.  For example, Plaintiff Lucero’s proposed Second 

Amended complaint (20-cv-105, Doc. 55-1) alleges as follows:  
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• Defendants deceptively label and market their beef as product of the USA, when 

the cattle were in fact born and raised in other countries.  ¶¶2, 25, 27.   

• Defendants’ misrepresentations about the country of origin of their beef prompts 

consumers to buy their beef products and pay more to Defendants.  ¶ 9.   

• By deceiving customers about the origin of their products, Defendants are able to 

sell a greater volume of products. ¶11.  

• Contrary to representations made by Defendants, their products are not actually a 

product of the United States. Defendants made this misleading or deceptive 

representations knowing that consumers would rely on the representations. ¶¶ 31, 

37.   

• “Defendants have acted unfairly and deceptively in a scheme to fraudulently label 

their Beef Products, so that they may compete in a predatory and anti-competitive 

manner in violation of the ATA, by misrepresenting to consumers that the muscle 

cuts of beef in the Products originates exclusively from American ranchers and 

farmers like Plaintiff Lucero and other similarly situated in order to capitalize on 

the reputation of those domestic producers and cause underpayment for their cattle 

to Plaintiff and the class members.”  ¶ 57.   

• As a remedy, Plaintiff Lucero requests that the Court issue an injunction requiring  

Defendants to remove the deceptive or inaccurate labeling and affirmatively label 

their beef as a foreign product.  Doc. 55-1 at p. 26 and 27.   

The alleged violation of the ATA is the alleged mislabeling or misbranding of foreign cattle 

as product of the USA, which causes consumers to buy the misbranded beef.  Plaintiff’s claim is 

still based on the same theory as above that the USDA approved labels are misleading.  Therefore, 

Plaintiff Lucero’s ATA claim is still preempted under the FMIA for the same reasons as stated 

above.   

B. Alternative grounds for dismissal of ATA claim. 

Alternatively, Defendants argue that Plaintiff (1) failed to allege an antitrust injury caused 

by allegedly anticompetitive behavior.  Plaintiff appears to only briefly address these arguments.  

The Court agrees with Defendants.  

New Mexico law follows federal antitrust law to construe its provisions.  Nass-Romero v. 

Visa U.S.A., Inc., 279 P.3d 772, 777 (N.M. Ct. App. 2012).  An antitrust plaintiff has standing to 

bring a lawsuit when it alleges facts showing that it has suffered an antitrust injury Abraham v. 

Intermountain Health Care, Inc., 461 F.3d 1249, 1267-68 (10th Cir. 2006).   
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“An antitrust injury is an injury of the type the antitrust laws were designed to prevent and 

that flows from that which makes defendants' acts unlawful.”  Abraham v. Intermountain Health 

Care Inc., 461 F.3d 1249, 1267 (10th Cir. 2006).  Here, Plaintiff’s alleged injury – receiving less 

for their beef as a result of Defendants’ USDA approved product labeling– is not an injury resulting 

from anticompetitive behavior.  Rather, the injury resulted from Defendants complying with 

USDA regulations.  A plaintiff does not suffer an antitrust injury when the injury results from 

governmental regulatory framework authorizing Defendants’ conduct.  In re Canadian Imp. 

Antitrust Litig., 470 F.3d 785, 791 (8th Cir. 2006) (injury was caused by the federal statutory and 

regulatory scheme adopted by the United States government, not by the conduct of the 

defendants.”).   

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons stated above, all of Plaintiffs’ claims are preempted.  Alternatively, they 

also fail to state a claim as a matter of law.  Plaintiff Lucero’s motion to amend is denied as futile.   

 IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Defendants’ Motions to Dismiss (20-cv-105, Doc. 

43; 20-cv-106, Doc. 45) are GRANTED.   

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff Lucero’s Motion to Amend Complaint (20-

cv-105, Doc. 55) is DENIED.   

 IT IS FINALLY ORDERED that the consolidated cases are DISMISSED WITH 

PREJUDICE.   

 Separate judgments dismissing both cases will be entered.   
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

_______________________ 

 

ROBIN G. THORNTON, on behalf of  

herself and others similarly situated,  

 

Plaintiff, 

 

v.         No. 1:20-cv-105-KWR-SMV 

 

TYSON FOODS, INC.; CARGILL MEAT 

SOLUTIONS CORP.; JBS USA FOOD COMPANY; and 

NATIONAL BEEF PACKING COMPANY, LLC,  

 

Defendants. 

 

CONSOLIDATED WITH: 

 

MICHAEL LUCERO, on behalf of  

himself and others similarly situated,  

 

  Plaintiff,  

 

 v.       No. 1:20-cv-106-KWR-SMV 

 

 

TYSON FOODS, INC.; CARGILL MEAT 

SOLUTIONS CORP.; JBS USA FOOD COMPANY; and 

NATIONAL BEEF PACKING COMPANY, LLC,  

 

  Defendants.  

 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 58, and consistent with the Memorandum Opinion and Order 

filed contemporaneously herewith, the Court issues its separate judgment finally disposing of this 

civil case.  

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that this civil action is DISMISSED 

WITH PREJUDICE.   
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